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About Scout Coffee 
Fundraising

O ur Coffee products are supp lied by...

They have been roasting, 

delivering, and serving fresh, 

fair trade, organic coffee 

since 1998.



Meet Our Coffee Products

Camp Fire Roast

Tasting Notes: 

Smokey, Molasses, 

powerful
.

Misty Morning
Tasting Notes: Nutty, 

Vanilla, Classic & 

Familiar

.

Knot 

Caffeinated
Tasting Notes: Milk 

Chocolate, Sweet



Meet Our Coffee Products

Trail Blazer 
Espresso

Tasting Notes: Sweet 

Cocoa, Dark Cherry, 

Velvety

.

S’more Coffee
Med/Dark Roast 

Tasting Notes: Tasting 

Notes: Dark 

Chocolate, Full bodied



Questions

1. How will customers order coffee?
By Visiting ScoutCoffee.ca, selecting the products they want and then selecting the group (and 

section) at checkout.

2. How much will the customer pay and what is the group’s profit?
net weight of the coffee Retail Price Return to Group 35%

340g bag (various coffee blends, 

Bean and ground coffee 

available)

$19.49 $6.82

Pre-selected Coffee bundle (Two

different 340g bags) $36.99
$12.95

Pre-selected Coffee bundle 

(Three different 340g bags) $54.99
$19.25

2lb bag (various coffee blends, 

Bean and coffee available) $36.99
$12.95

Pre-selected Coffee bundle (Two

different 2lb bags) $69.99
$24.49



Questions

3. How much coffee in a package? (see answer 2)

4. Are there different types of coffee available? Yes (see answer 2)

5. Can we purchase beans and ground coffee? Yes (see answer 2)

6. What is the shipping cost? 

A: Shipping costs start at $7 and will vary depending on how many items are 

ordered and where it is being sent to. The shipping fee will be automatically 

calculated by the Canada post tool on the website during checkout. 

7. How do we track sales?

Participating groups will be able to receive weekly email summary of sales by 

section/group. 

8. Can you track sales by youth? No we cannot track by youth. 



More Questions

9. Is there an ordering window? When are the products shipped 

Yes, there will be an ordering window (October 12th to November 15th) and all orders will be 

shipped right after the ordering window in the order in which they were placed. It is possible 

that orders might be shipped earlier than November 15th.

10. How do groups get their money?

Groups will be paid by Scouts Canada National via electronic transfer to your bank 

accounts. As part of the registration to participate, your group will need to submit their 

updated banking info. This is not applicable if you already have updated info with national. 

Please note that multiple sections for the same group must use the same banking info. 



QUESTION

TIME



Answers to some questions from today’s session

1. Will there be another info session for Scout Coffee?

Yes, in about two weeks time. Exact date and time will be announced soon. The next meeting will hold in 

the evening and the recording will be provided.

2. How is the coffee decaffeinated?

Equator’s decaf coffee is processed almost 100% in the CO2 process. They prefer this to Swiss Water 

because it helps preserve the flavor of the coffee better than the Swiss Water process where the flavor 

components are often removed and then put back in again at the end of the process..

The way the CO2 process works is that the green coffee beans are soaked in compressed carbon 

dioxide, which acts more like a liquid than a gas in that state. Carbon dioxide, when compressed, 

combines with caffeine so that when the CO2 is filtered, the caffeine is actually removed. Because 

carbon dioxide is what we humans produce and what plants need to survive, it’s obviously a natural and 

harmless product thereby making this process of decaffeination natural and harmless!



Answers to some questions from today’s session

3. What percent of the revenue goes to Scouts Canada

Nothing goes to Scouts Canada operational costs. The revenue goes only to the No One Left Behind 

(NOLB) fund and is in the range of 5 to 11% depending on what item is ordered.

4. Will there be tea or chocolate available?

Those items will not be available this year. We are considering adding them in the future.

5. Where Does Equator get their Coffee from?

They purchase coffee from over 20 different producer groups located in a wide range of coffees located 

on or around the equator. From Mexico to Colombia, Ethiopia to Indonesia, their warehouse is filled with 

fair trade organic coffee that has traveled thousands of kilometers and passed through countless 

hardworking hands.

6. Is there a minimum a group "must" sell if it participates?

No minimum sales level. Come one, come all.



Answers to some questions from today’s session

7. Are there any Allergens?

No allergens. Nothing is added to the coffee other than organic coffee beans! and the 
organic certified production facility where they are has no other products other than coffee 
being produced anywhere near the coffee production.

8. Is the coffee gluten free?
Yes, all Equator’s coffee is gluten free (not certified)

9. Will all shipments have tracking info?
Yes, all shipments will have tracking information through Canada Post. This will be 
automatically generated by Shopify's API with Canada Post and sent to the customer in 
their preferred notification setting whether email or mobile.


